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1. Introduction 
A method of fault isolation in the linear circuits for a single faulty element has 
been suggested by Martens and Dyck[l) and others [2]-[3] using bilinear transforma-
tion. The method is graphical in nature, producing frequency domain loci which 
depend upon the value of the assumed faulty element. The faulty element is identified 
by the location of the test measurements of the equipment on a particular locus. 
Besides having the limitation of being applicable to a single element fault only, the 
method is cumbersome to run on an automatic computer. In this paper we present 
analytical expression for the identification of one or two faulty elements and derive 
a general algorithm for the multi elements fault case. The symbolic transfer function 
(or different transfer functions between different sets of terminals) is assumed to be 
known [4)-[6] The method of fault identification is explained by means of examples. 
2. Problem statement and assumptions 
The problem consists in isolating faulty elements (one or more) in a lumped, 
linear time invariant, active electronic network. The topology of the network and the 
nominal value of the components are assumed to be knovvn, so that the symbolic 
transfer function can be obtained. It is further assumed that failures are not cata-
strophic and enough test terminals are available to obtain frequency response which 
is dependent on the value of elements which are faulty. 
3. Method of solution 
3.1. Single faulty element 
Let the various elements such as transistors, resistors etc. of the network be 
symbolized by PI' Pl, ... , p", 11 being the total number of elements. The nominal 
value of these elements be given by PlO' P20' •.. , Pno' 
" The paper is written after Prof. Puri's lecture held with the same title at the Technical Uni-
versity of Budapest in 16th April of 1976. 
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PiU 
i= 1, ... , n 
when all Xi' (i= 1, ... , n) are unity, the equipment is not faulty. 
3.1.1 
Let us consider the situation when a particular kIll component is faulty, such 
that I..k'== 1. Problem reduces to determining all different X's and thus the faulty element 
and its value. The system transfer function T(s) can be written in 11 different forms[7] as 
(k=I, ... ,n) 3.1.2 
Let us obtain the frequency of this equipment at one particular frequency w, involving 
phase and amplitude measurement and hence the real R( w) and imaginary part x( w), 
yielding 
(k= 1, ... ,11). 3.1.2 
The test frequency is chosen with regard to the nominal locations of poles and zeros, 
as discussed by Seshu and Waxman[8]. 
Let 
Ak(jW) = AkJW)+ jAk2(W) 
Bk(jw )=Bk1(w)+ jBk2(W) 
Ck(jCI)) = CkJw) + jCk2(W) 
Dk(jW) = Dk/w)+ jDk2(W). 
Substituting 3.1.4 into 3.1.3 and equating real and imaginary part, 
3.1.4 
Relationships 3.1.5 are only true if the kth element symbolized by Xk is the faulty 
element. The quantities A,Jw) etc. are computed for the nominal values of other 
elements (except of course the kth element). Since both equations 3.1.5 should give 
the same value of Xk' the condition that kth element is indeed the faulty one is given 
by eliminating Xk from equations 3.1.5 to yield 
[X2(W)+ R2(w )][Ck1(W )Ddw)- Ck2(W )DkJw )]+ 
+ R(cl) )[Dk/w )Ak/w)+ Ck2(W)Bk/w)- Dk2(W )Akl(W)- Ck1(W )Bk2(W )]+ 
+ %(w )[Ck/w )Bk1(W)+ Ck2(W )Bk2(W)- Dk1(W )Akl(W)- Dk,(w )Ak2(W )]+ 
+ (Ak1Bk2 -Ak2Bk)= .,1k(CI)) = 0 3.1.6 
Theoretically only frequency measurement at one frequency is necessary, but due to 
noise consideration, the condition 3.1.6 may be verified at different frequencies. If 
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is less than some precomputed number E, then the condition 3.1.6 is considered ful-
filled. Furthermore, value of I.k has to be positive. 
3.2. Example 
Consider simple circuit given in Figure 3.2.1. Let the nominal values of these 
various elements be 
0 
t 
r 
RJ=RlO= 1000 kQ 
C =Co = 1 flF= 1O-6F 
R2= R20= 3000 kQ 
Rz 
IVYVI' le ! R, 
Fig. 1 
3.2.1 
f 
r 
The actual values of these elements are such that the frequency response [~~~;n 
at w= 1 is 
11 
R(w)=26 
3.2.2 
3 
X(w)= -26. 
Only one element is considered off the nominal value. We are required to find this 
element and its value. 
Let 
Thus 
C 
c;;-=X3 
A(s)X+B(s) 
C(s)X+ D(s) . 
3.2.3 
3.2.4 
3.2.5 
3.2.6 
3.2.7 
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A ll(o))=O 
AuCw)=wCoRIO=l 
Bll(w)= 1 
B 12(W)=0 
C ll(w) = 0 
CuCw)=wCORIO= 1, 
D ll(w)= 1 
DI2(w)=wCoR20=3 
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A21(W)=0 
A2z{W) = 0 
B21(w)= 1 
B22(w)=WCoRlO= 1 
C21(w)=0 
C2z{w)=wCoR20=3, 
D21(W)= 1 
D22(w)=WCoRlO= 1 
A31(W)=0 
A32(o))=wCoRIO= 1 
B31(w)= 1 
B32(W) = 0 
C31(w)=0 
CnCw)=wCORIO+ R20=4 
D31(w)= 1 
D32(w)=O. 
Substituting these values in 3.1.6, we obtain 
130 11 3 
.J I = (26)2 (-1)+ 26 (2)- 26 (-3)-1=0 
130 11 3 4 
.J2= (26)2 (- 3)+ 26 (3)- 26 (3)= 13 
3.2.8 
3.2.9 
130 11 3 9 
.:13= (26)2 (- 4)+ 26 (5)- 26 (0)-1 = 26 3.2.10 
Thus element RI is faulty and its value is 
, = Z,.=Bk1(w)- R(w)Dk1(w)+ z(w)Ddw) 
XI .~ R(w)Cdw)-z(O))Cko(o))-AkJW) ( 26 - 20,(26)= 2 26 ) 3 3.2.11 
Hence actual value of RI is 2000 K. 
In case none of the determinants Llk( 01) are zero, then there is more than one element 
which is faulty. In case of degeneracy such function such as input impedance is used 
for identification[91. 
3.3. Fault with two faulty elements 
Let kl and k2 be two faulty elements symbolized by Zl" and 1."0 respectively. 
The transfer function can be written as 
T(s) = T(s, k , k,)= Ak1 ,k/S)ZklZkz + ~k1'ko(S)Xk 1 + Ck1 ,kz(S)Zk2 + Dk l,k2(S) 3.3.1 
I - Ek1 .k/S)"/./qUO + F/q,ko(S)"/.kl + Gk,.h(s)uo + H"l,k,(S) 
where Aklh(s) etc. are polynomials in s. 
Let 
Ak1 ,k2(jm)=A I(o))+ jA2(m) etc. dropping the indices k l , k2 for convenience 
T(j)= R(m)+ jz(w) 
The real and imaginary part of 3.3.1 can yield the following two equations. 
[R(w)El(w)- Z(w)EZ{w)- Al(o) )]"/..1'1;(k2 + [(R(w)Fl(w)- z(w)Fiw)- BJ(m)]r.I, + 
+ [R(o) )GJ(w)- Z(w)G2(co)- CI(W)]k2 + [R(w)HI(co)- Z(w )Hz{w)- D1(w)]= 0 
3.3.2 
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[R(w)E2(w)+ X(W)El(W)- A2(w)]Xk 1 Xk2 + [R(w)F2(W)+ X(w)Fl(W)- B2(w)]Xkl + 
+ [R(w)G2(W)+ X(W)GI(W)-C2(W)]Xk2 + [R(w)H2(w)+ X(w)HI(w)- D2(W)]= 0 
3.3.3 
These equations can be rewritten as 
where 
P(W)XkIXk2+Q(W)Xkl + U(W)Xk2 + V(W)=O 
K(W)Xk IXk2 +L(W)kl + M(w)k2 +N(w)= 0 
P(w)=R(co)EI(w) -X(w)Ez{w) -AI(w) 
Q(w)=R(w)FI(w) -X(w)Fz{co) -BI(w) 
U(W) =R(w)GI(W) - X(W)G2(W) - CI(W) 
V(w)= R(w)HI«(o)- X(Ol)Hz(Ol)- DI(w) 
K(w)= R(w)Eiw)+ x(w)EI(w) - A2(w) 
L(w)= R(w)Fz(w) + X(w)FI(w) - B2(u) 
M(w)= R«(o)Gz(W)+ x(w)GI(w) - Cz{w) 
N(w) =R(w)Hz(w)+ x(w)HI(w)- Dz{co). 
3.3.4 
3.3.5 
3.3.6 
Let us now perform the frequency response test at two different frequencies 
(°1 and W2 yielding R(wl)+}x(w l) and R(wz)+ jX(w2). Substituting these in 3.3.6 
P(W)i",=I=PI etc., we obtain 
P(w)lw=z=pz 
PIXklXk2 +q!'tkl + UIXk2+ DI =0 
k lXk/lk2 + flXkl + 1Il!'!.k2 + 111 = 0 
PZXkIX", + qZXkl + UZXk2 + liz= 0 
kZXklXk;; + 12Xkl + l11ZI.,,;; + III = 0 
eliminating the product terms, these equations can be rewritten as 
where 
{Ill 1."1 + {l121.k2 + {l13= 0 
a21 X"1 + Cl221.k;; + Cl23 = 0 
a31 1."1 + anXk;; + a33= 0 
a _!ll_q2 a,o=lI l _ 
21- PI pz' -- PI pz 
ql 12 UI IIio 
a31=---' a3?=---k- , a~3= 
PI kz - PI '2 - PI 
The condition that the elements kl and k2 are faulty is given as 
a21 a,z j -
I a31 a32 
7 Periodica Polytechnica 21/1 
al3 
a23 = LlA=O, 
a33 
XI~O, 
3.3.7 
3.3.8 
3.3.9 
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In case 3.3.9 is satisfied, the variables Xkl and Xk2 can be solved from the first two 
equations 3.3.8. There are circuits where degeneracy occurs and one transfer function 
is not sufficient in itself to obtain the faulty elements. In such a situation more than 
one function is necessary to identify the faulty elements. Thus in case of example 
shoviJ1 in Fig. 4.3.1, the first two equations of 3.3.7 are obtained by one function and 
the other two by another independent function. 
Example for two faulty elements: 
Consider the example in Fig. 4.3.1. Two elements are assumed faulty. At a 
frequency (1)= 1, the transfer function frequency response and input admittance fre-
quency response are given as 
3.3.10 
We are required to identify the faulty component. This is a degenerate network 
where different combinations of RI' R2 and C may yield the same transfer function. 
Hence two different functions are used for identification. Three different possible 
sets are: 
1+SXl 1 1 S 3S RI and R, are faulty + Xl+ X2 -
(l+S) 
3.3.11 
1+SX1+ 3SX2 
3.3.12 
3.3.13 
Case 1. RI and R2 are considered faulty. 
From Tu(s), A=E=C=O, D=H=l, B=F=j, G=3j 
P=K=O, Q=3~' u=~~, v=;~ 
24 39 4 
L=37' M=37' N=37· 
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Equations for variables %1 and %2' from Tds), are 
Yielding 1.1=2, X2=4/3. 
From Y 12(s) 
1.1+ 3X2=6 
- 241.1 + 39%2= 4. 
P=O, Q=5/37, U=15/37, V=-30/37 
K=O, L=7/37, M=21/37, N= -212/37. 
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The two equations in variable %1 and %2 obtained from Y 12(s) degenerate into one 
equation 
%1 + 3X2= 6, satisfied by the solutions 
Xl = 2 and %2= 4/3, confirming that indeed resistors RI and R2 are the faulty 
components. Their true value is R1=2000 KO, R2=4000 KO. 
Case 2. R2 and C are considered faulty. 
From T23(s) 
A=B=O, 
12 
P=37' 
K=39 
37 ' 
C=j, D=l, 
4 
Q=O, U=37' 
E=~j, F=O, 
V=_24 
37 
L=O, M=-~;, N= -3~' 
The equations in variables %2 and %3 are 
The solution is 
12%2%3+ 4%3=24 
39%2%3 - 24%3= 4 
%3=2, 1.2=2/3. 
From Y23(S), which is the same as T23(S) 
p=~~, Q=O, U=5/37, V=-~~ 
21 30 5 
K=37' L=O, M=-37' N=-37' 
G=j, H=l 
The two equations for variables %2 and %3 are 
15%2%3+ 5%3=30 
21 X2%3- 30%3= 5 
yielding the solution %3= 1 %1= 5/3, Since this solution is not the same as obtained 
from T23(S), the elements R2 and C are not the faulty elements as a pair, 
7* 
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Case 3. RI and C are considered faulty. 
A=jOJ, B=O, C=O, D= 1 
E=jOJ, F=O, G=j3w, H= 1 
4 12 24 
P=37 , Q=O, U=37' V=-37' 
K=-~ ~ 4 37' L=O, M=37' N=-37 
The equations in % I and %3' from the function T31(s) are: 
Thus 
%1%3+ 3%3=6 
-24%1%3+ 39 %3=4 
A=B=O, C=jOJ, D=l 
E=jw, F=O, G=j3w, H= I 
P 5 0 ° U 15 V= _ 30 
= 37' - =, = 37 ' - 37 
K=;7' L=O, M=-~~, N=-5/37. 
The equations in %1 and %3 from function Y31(S) are 
%IZ3+ 3%3- 6=0 
7Z I %3- i6Z 3 - 5=0 
Yielding 
Solutions from Y 13(s) and T13(s) do not agree with each other, thus RI and C are not 
the faulty pair. The conclusion is that RI and R2 are the faulty resistors having actual 
values of 2000 K and 4000 K, respectively. 
3.4. Fault with three or more simultaneously faulty elements 
With three faulty elements to be simultaneously identified either we need four 
different function to be measured at one frequency (real and imaginary part) or one 
function at four different frequencies (if no degeneracy occurs). In general, for a 
m-element fault 2",-1 measurements (real and imaginary part) of different functions, 
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or one function test at 2m - 1 different frequencies is performed. For three-element 
fault, the equations obtained are of the form 
(i= 1, ... , 8), 
3.4.1 
The product terms are eliminated by successive subfractions to obtain equations of 
the form 
all 'Xkl + a12'Xk2 + al3'Xk3 + a14= 0 
a21'Xkl + a22'Xk2 + a23'Xk3 + a24=O 
a31 'Xkl + a32 'X k2 + a33'Xk3 + a34= 0 
a41 'Xkl + a42'Xk2 + a43'Xk3 + a44= O. 
The condition that kl' k2 and k3 are the faulty elements is given by 
LlA=det of A=O, 
'Xkl~O, 
A= {aij}, i,j= 1, ... ,4 
'Xk2~O, 'Xk3~O 
3.4.2. 
3.4.3 
3.4.4 
The quantities 'X/q , 'Xk2' 'Xk3 are solved by the first three equations. The extension to an 
m-element fault is obvious. 
4. Conclusion 
A method has been presented for the isolation of a fault where m elements are 
simultaneously faulty. In general 2m - 1 different measurements (real and imaginary 
part) are made to identify the faulty elements. In case the transfer function in itself 
cannot identify the faulty components, other functions such as input impedance or 
transfer function between different sets of terminals is used. The method is suitable 
for automatic fault identification via digital computer. 
Summary 
A method is developed for the identification of each of the faulty elements in a linear electronic 
circuit when one or more of the elements are simultaneously off from their nominal value. Exact 
analytical expressions are presented for the identification of one or two simultaneouly faulty elements, 
along with the algorithm for the multiple faulty elements case. In general for an m element fault, 
2m - 1 different measurements are made (real and imaginary part). These measurements may involve 
transfer function frequency response at 2m- 1 different frequencies, or in case of degeneracy, different 
functions such as input impedances, etc, such that total different measurements are 2m-l. Method 
is discussed by means of examples. 
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